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installation is very simple, the only thing you need to do is to copy the installer to your usb drive, then reboot your computer and connect the usb drive to the computer. the tool will automatically download and install. all images and descriptions are for illustrative purposes only. product specification, functions and appearance may vary by models
and differ from country to country. all specifications are subject to change without notice. please consult the product specifications page for full details.although we endeavor to present the most precise and comprehensive information at the time of publication, a small number of items may contain typography or photography errors. products may

not be available in all markets. we recommend you to check with your local supplier for exact offers. ramcache iii software turns milliseconds into microseconds to boost game-load times. fully compatible with the latest nvm express storage options, its uniquely intelligent technology effectively caches an entire storage device so that favorite games
and apps launch at breakneck speeds. drive-by dma attacks are attacks that occur while the owner of the system is not present and usually take less than 10 minutes, with simple to moderate attacking tools (affordable, off-the-shelf hardware and software) that do not require the disassembly of the pc. a simple example would be a pc owner leaves

the pc for a quick coffee break, and within the break, an attacker steps in, plugs in a usb-like device and walks away with all the secrets on the machine, or injects a malware that allows them to have full control over the pc remotely.
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ASUS PRIME B560-PLUS motherboards are expertly engineered to unleash the full potential of 10th and 11th Generation Intel Core processors. Boasting a robust power design, comprehensive cooling solutions and intelligent tuning options, PRIME B560-PLUS provides daily users and DIY PC builders a range of performance tuning options via intuitive
software and firmware features. ASUS Prime series motherboards are expertly engineered to unleash the full potential of 10th and 11th Generation Intel Core processors. Boasting a robust power design, comprehensive cooling solutions and intelligent tuning options, Prime B560M-A provides daily users and DIY PC builders a range of performance

tuning options via intuitive software and firmware features. In-market systems, released with Windows 10 version 1709 or earlier, will not support Kernel DMA Protection for Thunderbolt 3 after upgrading to Windows 10 version 1803, as this feature requires the BIOS/platform firmware changes and guarantees that cannot be backported to
previously released devices. For these systems, please refer to the BitLocker countermeasures or Thunderbolt 3 and Security on Microsoft Windows 10 Operating system for other means of DMA protection. ASUS Prime series motherboards are expertly engineered to unleash the full potential of 10th and 11th Generation IntelCore processors.

Boasting a robust power design, comprehensive cooling solutions and intelligent tuning options, Prime B560M-A provides daily users and DIY PC builders a range of performance tuning options via intuitive software and firmware features.ASUS Prime B560M-A is perfect for those seeking to create a sleek, futuristic-looking build, thanks to its black
and white finish and iridescent metallic nameplate and PCB cover. 5ec8ef588b
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